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Context-Aware Adaptive Remote Access

for IoT Applications
Amel Arfaoui , Soumaya Cherkaoui , Ali Kribeche, and Sidi Mohammed Senouci

Abstract—The rapid growth of communication networking,
ubiquitous sensing, and signal processing has spurred the emer-
gence of the Internet of Things (IoT) era. As a novel cutting-edge
technology, the IoT enables a plethora of smart-devices equipped
with diverse computing, sensing, and actuation capabilities to be
connected to the Internet. Thus, it promises to provide a rev-
olutionary and fully connected “smart” world while greatly
developing economies and enhancing the quality of life. IoT
is indeed an emergent global phenomenon, where real-time
remote access to data and applications opens new unprecedented
opportunities for ubiquitous monitoring and managing. In such
dynamic, interconnected, and heterogeneous environment where
the context conditions (location, time, situation sensitivity, etc.)
are continuously and frequently changing, context-aware and
adaptive solutions for data access are required to respond to the
applications’ needs. Nevertheless, until now, no schemes provide
concrete context-aware access control mechanisms in IoT. In this
article, we design a novel context-aware attribute-based access
control (CAABAC) that considers the dynamic context changes.
The proposed approach incorporates the contextual information
with the ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE)
to guarantee adaptive contextual access to data. The extensive
analysis and simulations prove both the effectiveness and effi-
ciency of the proposed scheme. Specifically, context-aware and
adaptive remote access is enabled while outperforming other
benchmarked schemes in terms of storage, communication, and
computational cost.

Index Terms—Adaptive authorization, attribute-based encryp-
tion, context-aware remote access, Internet of Things (IoT).

I. INTRODUCTION

T
HE Internet of Things (IoT) has been introduced as

a ubiquitous and pervasive paradigm that connects trans-

parently and seamlessly a multitude of digital devices to the

Internet [1]. Recently, IoT has gained a potential momentum

as the universal technology that will achieve a sustainable

development [30] while creating a smart and comfortable

future. Particularly, integrating smart devices as well as
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information and communication technologies into traditional

systems has enabled significant solutions for a wide range

of applications, such as smart home, industrial automation,

healthcare, energy management, and smart grid [2], [31].

Hence, IoT promises a transformative value for manifold IoT

applications by enabling real-time remote control and moni-

toring of smart things. For instance, this arises in industrial

applications to manage assets and in smart homes to monitor

home appliances, such as the control of home alarm systems,

the monitoring of the temperature and humidity levels, turning

on/off lights, etc.

The rapid development of IoT was accompanied with the

generation of a large amount of data, which leads to a new

big data era [32]. However, the produced data are exposed

to many security vulnerabilities and threats, such as eaves-

dropping, data modification, man-in-the middle-attack, DoS

attack, etc. This challenge is amplified by the dynamic and

heterogeneous structure of IoT where applying static and tradi-

tional security solutions is inefficient. In this context, adaptive

security mechanisms become mandatory to meet application

requirements in terms of security and privacy preservation.

For example, authentication and authorization policies should

be adaptively selected according to the context changes. The

context invokes information characterizing the situation of an

entity or a set of entities to define their current status [33].

It provides relevant and meaningful information, also known

as “contextual information,” which is easily interpretable

and understandable [34]. The contextual information can be

defined by many parameters characterizing the user, its activi-

ties, its physical environment, the location (physical or virtual)

from which the access is performed, time, situations of social

networks, and network states. The user can be characterized

by several attributes, such as its identity, role, or adversar-

ial state. For example, the intention and motivation levels to

get access may define the adversarial state of the user [29]

who may be in a normal state, in a panic state, or impaired

state. The location may be defined using different parameters

where GPS coordinates can be used for physical location and

IP address for virtual localization. In addition, data type is

an expressive contextual parameter that determines the sen-

sitivity of the requested data. Moreover, adaptive access in

emergency or normal situation should be considered in order

to make the right decision at the right time by the right party.

Many other contextual parameters can be integrated according

to the application scenario.

To emphasize the importance of the contextual information,

some research works [3], [4] proposed fine-grained access
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control schemes using the ciphertext-policy attribute-based

encryption (CP-ABE) embedded with time/location factors. In

CP-ABE, each user is associated with a set of attributes and

the data is encrypted according to an access structure. Only

users whose attributes satisfy the access policy can decrypt the

ciphertext. The aforementioned mechanisms are limited to the

use of time or location as contextual information. In addition,

the existing authorization solutions adopt only a break-the-

glass strategy to deal with emergency situations. In this

approach, a master key is given to authorized data consumers

to decrypt the ciphertext [5], [6]. In such critical condition,

location and time are relevant parameters where access is

provided to data consumers who are within a predefined loca-

tion area from data owners at the time of an emergency.

Consequently, it seems crucial to conceive an effective access

control scheme that grants adaptive data access to autho-

rized users for a multivalued context. A trivial solution to

handle the above challenge is to integrate a user’s role and

the contextual parameters into access policies as a set of

normal attributes [7]. However, the main difference between

a dynamic context and a set of attribute is that attributes

are assigned to users according to their identities which will

be statically maintained for a long time while the contextual

information involves a set of dynamic conditions, which are

frequently changing over time. For instance, if a contextual

parameter such as location/time is considered as a normal

attribute of the user, the attribute set will change perma-

nently anywhere at any time. For instance, in [7], whenever

the context changes, the key generator center (KGC) issues

a new contextual decryption key to guarantee data confiden-

tiality. This solution is obviously burdensome in real sce-

narios and introduces heavy computation and communication

cost [3].

To tackle all the aforementioned challenges, we introduce

a novel context-aware authentication and authorization scheme

to adaptively provide access privileges to authorized users

while considering the dynamic context changes. The main pur-

pose of the proposed approach is to dynamically and efficiently

assign access rights under a given situation. Specifically,

we aim to ensure context-aware and secure remote control

of smart things. Thus, we design a context-aware attribute-

based access control (CAABAC) scheme that integrates the

contextual information with attributes into the access pol-

icy. Specifically, we exploit the worthiness of the CP-ABE

scheme to grant fine-grained authorization. In addition, we

use a contextual token concept to define the different con-

textual parameters characterizing a given context. Particularly,

the contextual information is involved in the access policy as

contextual tokens whose corresponding secret can be revealed

only under a predefined context by a context manager (CM).

The CM is deployed to verify the validity of data consumer’s

requests and generate access tokens for them. To decrypt

a ciphertext, the user needs not only to possess the proper

attribute set but also to have a valid access token. The contex-

tual tokens can be set arbitrarily in the access policy along with

attributes, and one ciphertext can be linked to many contextual

tokens as the number of the considered contextual parameters

(location, time, emergency or normal situation, data type, etc.).

Thus, the contextual information can be adaptively embedded

with the users’ attributes.

The major contributions of this article can be summarized

as follows.

1) A novel context-aware access control approach for adap-

tive and secure control of smart things based on the

contextual information is proposed. Specifically, we han-

dle the fine-granularity of the CP-ABE scheme and

embed the contextual information into access structures

using contextual tokens. This alleviates the burdensome

revocation of secret keys when a user’s context changes.

2) The key escrow problem of CP-ABE is addressed.

Specifically, both KGC and attribute authority (AA)

cooperate to generate users’ private keys, so that no

authority can reveal the users’ secret keys. Therefore,

data confidentiality and privacy are ensured.

3) A rigorous security proof and an informal security

analysis are carried out on the proposed scheme to

demonstrate its capacity and its security strength against

well-known attacks.

4) A thorough comparative analysis of the performance

in terms of security and functionality properties, stor-

age, communication, and computation overhead is per-

formed. The comparative study proves the effectiveness

and efficiency of the proposed scheme compared to the

benchmark schemes.

5) A design of an extended CAABAC scheme, where

multiple contextual parameters can be considered and

appended to arbitrary nodes, is proposed. To the best

of our knowledge, we are the first to design an effec-

tive scheme that supports general context-aware access

control.

The rest of the article proceeds as follows. In Section II, we

review some existing works related to remote access control

in IoT. We briefly discuss the relevant mathematical pre-

liminaries in Section III. The system model is presented in

Section IV-A novel CAABAC scheme for access control is

presented in Section V, followed by the performance analy-

sis in Section VI. Section VII provides an effective method to

define access policies for general context. Finally, Section VIII

concludes this article.

II. RELATED WORK

Security and privacy issues are becoming the main barri-

ers facing the global deployment of IoT. One of the most

critical concerns in IoT lies in the design of secure and

privacy-preserving mechanisms. However, the open, dynamic,

and heterogeneous structure of IoT, as well as the resource-

constrained devices, impose more challenges to develop effec-

tive and efficient security solutions. In this perspective, many

research works have addressed particular attention to differ-

ent security facets, such as authentication and access control.

Wang et al. [8] proposed a remote access control scheme

to secure the communication between IoT devices and con-

trollers (smartphone or tablet). A trust center is used to

assign the control process to legitimate and authenticated con-

troller nodes. It has been demonstrated that their scheme
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TABLE I
STATE-OF-THE-ART EVALUATION SUMMARY [(+) CONSIDERED PARAMETER/(−) NOT CONSIDERED PARAMETER]

is secure against various attacks, such as DoS, desynchro-

nization, and replay attacks. However, the high number of

exchanged messages introduce heavy communication costs.

Kouicem et al. [9] addressed the problem of remote secure

control of smart actuators. For this purpose, they proposed

a distributed lightweight fine-grained access control based on

the attribute-based encryption scheme and used a one-way

hash chain technique for authentication. But, they performed

only a role-based access control which makes their scheme

vulnerable to several attacks. Wazid et al. [10], [11] proposed

lightweight and secure remote user authentication schemes in

IoT. They proved that their schemes are efficient and meet the

security and privacy requirements. Nevertheless, they did not

consider fine-grained access control which is a paramount con-

cern for remote control applications. In [12], a context-aware

authentication framework is designed for smart home applica-

tions. The proposed model provides real-time and continuous

authentication between the users and smart things while con-

sidering the contextual information (such as the user’s location,

profile, calendar, request time, etc.). Yet, the model does not

provide a structured formulation to integrate the contextual

information in the authentication process.

Recently, capability-based access control (CapBAC) was

introduced as a suitable authorization tool to be implemented

in IoT [13], [14]. In this approach, a central entity is deployed

to define access privileges and deliver authorization tokens

to users. However, the use of a central entity that verifies

and validates users’ access rights leads to a single point

of failure and impedes end-to-end security. To tackle these

issues, distributed CapBAC was proposed [15], [16] to dele-

gate the authorization decisions to the IoT devices themselves.

However, IoT objects are often resource-impoverished and

may be easily compromised. Therefore, distributed CapBAC

is ill-equipped to address access control in untrustworthy IoT

environment.

Attribute-based cryptography (ABC) is considered as

a promising technique to ensure fine-grained access control. In

such a scheme, data is encrypted according to an access policy,

and only the user whose attribute set fits the access struc-

ture can decrypt the ciphertext. In this context, several studies

looked into the feasibility of applying CP-ABE to resource-

constrained devices. For instance, Hu et al. [17] proposed to

implement the CP-ABE scheme in sensor nodes to secure the

communications between them and the data sink/data con-

sumers. Specifically, they focused on a role-based access

control. However, the proposed scheme suffers from the key

escrow problem and high computational cost. Hence, it is

impractical for resource-constrained devices that cannot sup-

port the heavy overhead of CP-ABE. To deal with this, some

contributions [18], [19] proposed to implement a multiauthor-

ity CP-ABE scheme where heavy cryptographic operations

are outsourced to more powerful nodes in the network.

Jahan et al. [20] developed a robust and fine-grained access

control scheme with user revocation in IoT. In their scheme,

some operations of CP-ABE are delegated to IoT devices.

Moreover, they used multiple authorities for decryption keys

generation in order to solve the key escrow problem.

To the best of our knowledge, none of the above works

(presented in Table I) addresses the design of effective context-

aware authentication and authorization scheme. Besides, even

if the contextual information is involved in some approaches,

it is considered as a set of normal attributes or no concrete

construction is provided. Furthermore, in such approaches,

only time or location is used to define the context. Thus, the

following crucial challenges arise to conceive secure remote

control of smart things: 1) How to properly and efficiently

define access policies of different users while considering

the dynamic context changes? 2) How to guarantee both

context-aware and fine-grained access control in IoT? 3) How

to resolve the key escrow problem? 4) How to minimize

computational, storage, and communication overhead and pro-

vide a lightweight security solution for resource-constrained

devices? The context-aware and fine-grained access control

approach proposed in this article and detailed in the next

sections carries out all the aforementioned challenges.

III. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we briefly discuss the bilinear pairings char-

acteristics and the cryptographic primitives required to design

and analyze the proposed scheme.

A. Bilinear Pairings

Let G1 be a cyclic additive group of prime order q and G2

be a cyclic multiplicative group of the same order q. A bilinear

pairing is a map e : G1 ×G1 → G2 and satisfies the following

properties.

1) Bilinear: A map e : G1 × G1 → G2 is bilinear if and

only if ∀ P, Q ∈ G1 and a, b ∈ Zq, we have e(aP, bQ) =

e(P, Q)ab.
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2) Nondegeneracy: ∃P, Q∈ G1 where e (P, Q) �= 1G2
.

3) Computability: ∀ P, Q∈ G1, there is an efficient algo-

rithm to compute e (P, Q) in polynomial time.

The security of the proposed scheme depends on the

following intractable problem.

1) Decision Bilinear Diffie–Hellman (DBDH) Problem:

Given two groups G1 and G2 with the same prime order

q, a bilinear map e : G1×G1 → G2 and a generator g of

G1, the objective of DBDH is to compute e (g, g) abc in

(G1, G2, e) from the given (g, ga, gb, gc),∀a, b, c ∈ Zq.

B. Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption

CP-ABE [21] is a cryptography prototype for one-to-many

secure communication. The system model of a CP-ABE-

based approach consists of the following entities: KGC, the

data owner, and the user. The KGC is used to publish system

parameters and generate secret keys for data consumers. The

data owner is responsible for access policy definition and

data encryption under the predefined policy. In the CP-ABE

scheme, the access policy is expressed as a tree over an

attribute set and logic gates. Each user gets his/her secret key

from the KGC based on his/her attribute set. CP-ABE scheme

consists of the following four algorithms.

1) Setup(1λ): Given a security parameter λ, the KGC gen-

erates a master secret key MK that is kept private and

a public key PK shared by users.

2) KeyGen (PK, MK, S): The KGC takes the master secret

key MK, the attribute set of the user S, and the public

key of the system PK as inputs. It generates the private

key SKU .

3) Encryption (PK, M, T): It takes the public param-

eters PK, a plaintext M, and an access structure T

as inputs. The algorithm will encrypt M and generate

a ciphertext CT.

4) Decryption (CT, SKU): The receiver takes as input the

ciphertext CT, and his/her decryption key SKU . The

algorithm outputs a message M or a reject symbol ⊥.

C. Access Policy Structures

An access structure T consists of several nodes of a pol-

icy tree, and several contextual tokens as illustrated in Fig. 1.

A leaf node represents a set of attributes (att0, . . . , att3), and

each nonleaf node defines a threshold gate (“AND,” “OR,” or

other threshold gates). Each nonleaf node x takes two logic

value nx and kx, where nx is the number of its child node, and

kx is the threshold. Specifically, kx = 1 if x is an OR gate, or

kx = nx if x is an AND gate [21]. A contextual token T
cj
x can

be integrated in an access structure to restrict user’s access

permission by the contextual parameter cj that may be time,

location, situation sensitivity, etc. In the proposed CAABAC,

contextual tokens are presented as leaf nodes, which can be

considered as a set of special attributes. They are generated

by a data owner when encrypting his/her data, and an access

token is delivered to authorized data consumers to decrypt

each contextual token.

Fig. 1. Example of access structure.

For example, in Fig. 1, the contextual token TC
2 is related to

the contextual parameter C and users who satisfy “att1 ∧ att2”

cannot access data until the contextual information is verified.

IV. SYSTEM AND SECURITY MODELS

In this section, we present the network and security models

to be used in the design of the CAABAC scheme for generic

IoT network.

A. System Model

We consider an IoT remote control system (presented in

Fig. 2) that consists of the following parties: KGC, AA, CM,

IoT gateway, smart things, and data consumers.

The different functions of each entity are presented as

follows.

1) The KGC and the AA are semi-trusted entities. They are

responsible for system initialization where public param-

eters and users’ secret key are generated. They cooperate

in delivering users’ attributes secret keys to solve the key

escrow problem.

2) CM is responsible for the control of the dynamic context

changes. It verifies the validity of a user’s request to

access data under a given context and generates access

tokens to enable authorized data consumers decrypting

the ciphertext.

3) IoT gateway is deployed as a powerful node that cooper-

ates with the IoT device to define the appropriate access

rules and encrypt data based on the CP-ABE scheme.

In addition, it is used as a relay node between the

smart thing and the data consumer. It also conducts the

management of remote access control to smart things.

4) Smart things are resource-constrained devices that con-

stitute the control system network. These devices are

deployed in an area of interest and remotely controlled

by data consumers.

5) Data consumers are the users who aim to communicate

with IoT devices and execute remote actions on them. To

decrypt a message, data consumers have not only to pos-

sess the set of attributes that satisfy the access structure

but also to meet the contextual requirements related to

time, location, situation sensitivity (normal/emergency),

and data type (sensitive, nonsensitive).
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Fig. 2. System model.

TABLE II
VARIABLES AND THEIR DESCRIPTIONS

B. Security Model

To ensure the security of a CP-ABE scheme, the system

should be indistinguishable against chosen plaintext attacks

(IND-CPA). The details of the security model of CP-ABE can

be found in [22].

The proposed CAABAC can guarantee context-aware fine-

grained access control only when a user who satisfies the

attribute set can access the data under a specific context. The

proposed scheme is considered as compromised if data con-

sumers satisfying the following conditions can decrypt the

ciphertext: 1) A user whose attribute set does not match the

access policy and 2) A user who does not meet the context

requirements can gain access privileges, even if he/she has the

proper attribute set.

In CAABAC, we assume that AA and KGC are semi-trusted

entities. Namely, they are honest-but-curious; meaning they

can honestly execute the assigned tasks, but they will try to

disclose as much sensitive content as possible. The CM is

considered fully trusted, and CM is managed by local admin-

istrators who aim to secure the communication between the

communicated parties. The owner data is encrypted by both

the IoT gateway and smart things. On the one hand, the IoT

gateway is assumed to be fully trusted, and it cooperates with

IoT devices to encrypt data and define access policies accord-

ing to an attribute set and the contextual information. On

the other hand, smart things are resource-constrained devices

that may be easily compromised. In this article, we assume

that smart things are available and not compromised. In fact,

they can effectively perform symmetric encryption of the data.

Data consumers are dishonest. We assume they try to decrypt

data beyond the data for which they have access rights, so

a malicious or unauthorized user may collude with other users

to access data beyond his/her privileges.

V. CONTEXT-AWARE ATTRIBUTE-BASED

ACCESS CONTROL SCHEME

In this section, we first list the basic notations used to detail

the proposed scheme. Then, we present the main features and

a detailed description of the proposed CAABAC scheme that

ensures an adaptive access control according to the dynamic

context changes.

A. Notation

See Table II.

B. CAABAC Scheme Description

To ensure context-aware remote access control in IoT, we

introduce the contextual information (location, time, data type,
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Algorithm 1 System Initialization

1. Let G1 be a bilinear group of prime order q, g a generator of
G1, e : G1 × G1 → G2 a bilinear map

2. Let H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G1, H2 : G2 → Z
∗
q be one-way hash functions

3. For i ∈ Zq and a set S= {s1, s2. . . , sm ∈ Zq}, the Lagrange coefficient

�i,s =
∏

l∈S, l �=i
(x−l)
(i−l)

4. The AA chooses random exponents α1, β∈ Zq, sets h= gβ and
generates the public/private pair key: PKA = {G1, h, g, e(g, g)α1 }
/MKA= {α1, β}

5. The KGC selects a random parameter α2 and computes the public key
PKKGC= e(g, g)α2 and the secret key MKKGC={α2}

6. The KGC selects a signature key γGW ∈ Zq, and calculates the
verification key Kver = gγGW

7. KGC and AA publish the public parameters of the system PK= {G1,
h, g, e(g, g)α, Kver} where α= α1+ α2 and kept secret the master key
MK ={{α1, β}, {α2}}

8. The CM defines a secret key δcj for each contextual parameter

cj∈{location, time, data type, situation sensitivity}, ∀ j∈ [1, N] where
N is the number of considered contextual parameters. The public key

PKcj = {Fcj , γcj = g
δcj }

Algorithm 2 Key Commitment

Input: The public parameters PK, the master key MK, the set of attributes S
Output: SKU

1. KGC picks a random τ ∈ Zq, and computes V = gX/τ = g(α1+α2)β/τ ,
and sends {V, PoK(τ , X)} to AA.

2. AA chooses a random τ1 ∈ Zq and computes V1 = Vτ1/β , X1 = hrτ1 ,
then, it sends {V1, X1, PoK(τ1, β,r)} to KGC

3. KGC picks a random number τ2 ∈ Zq and computes V2 = (Vτ
1
.X1)τ2 ,

then, it sends {V2, PoK(τ2)} to AA

4. AA computes V3=V2
1/τ1=(gα1+α1 .hr)

τ2 and sends {V3, PoK(τ1)}
to KGC

5. KGC computes SKKGC = D = V3
1/τ2 = gαhr and sends the partial

secret key to the user u

6. AA generates the secret keys of the attribute set S of user u as follows:
SKAA,u = {Di = H1(atti)

r, ∀ atti ∈ S, L = gr}
7. The user determines his/her personalized secret key as SKu =

{D = gαhr, L = gr, Di = H1(atti)
r, ∀ atti ∈ S}

emergency or normal situation, etc.) into the basic CP-

ABE. One of the biggest issues is how to incorporate

dynamic contextual parameters with CP-ABE. As mentioned

previously, there is a lack of effective approaches consid-

ering a general and dynamic context, except considering

time/location information or handling the context as a set of

normal attributes.

The main idea of our novel scheme is to acquire the

fine granularity of CP-ABE and avoid the burdensome over-

head imposed by the user’s revocation due to frequent con-

text changes. For this purpose, we introduce a contextual

token mechanism to guarantee dynamic access control while

considering the contextual information. Specifically, we inte-

grate contextual tokens into the access structure to restrict

access privileges by the contextual information. The contextual

information combined with the user’s attribute set, determine

whether the user satisfies the access policy. The motivation

for distinguishing contextual parameters from other attributes

is that they are intrinsic dynamic attributes. Thus, this concept

enables efficient updates.

A contextual token is set with the contextual parameter

cj ∈ Fcj . Fcj is a unified format of the contextual parame-

ter, such as “dd/mm/yyyy” for time, “GPS coordinates” for

location, and “event: emergency”) for situation sensitivity. It

is placed upon leaf nodes in the access structure, arbitrarily

defining context-aware access privilege. CAABAC implements

Fig. 3. Enhanced key issuing protocol. “PoK” is a proof of knowledge of
the secret values exploited in the computation.

an identity-based encryption (IBE) algorithm [23] to generate

contextual tokens, in which a contextual parameter is treated as

an identity. A conspicuous property of tokens is that they are

unique for different ciphertexts. That means a token related to

ciphertext A cannot be used to decrypt a ciphertext B (B �= A).

Successful decryption implies not only a proper attribute

set but also a valid access token. In fact, a data consumer

interacts with the CM which validates the context require-

ments and delivers an access token. Without the suitable access

token, the data consumer cannot decrypt the ciphertext prop-

erly even if he/she satisfies the attribute set. In the following,

we describe the detailed discussion of various phases related

to the proposed scheme: system initialization, key generation,

encryption, and decryption and communication.

1) System Initialization: In this phase, both KGC and

AA generate their secret keys and distribute the public param-

eters to all the entities in the system. In addition, the CM

defines the secret keys of the contextual parameters [24].

2) Key Generation: This phase is executed by both AA and

KGC to generate users’ secret keys based on their attributes.

A private key has to be generated for each attribute a user

possesses. To this end, AA selects first a random unique

number r ∈ Zq for the user u. Then, AA and KGC per-

form a secure two-party computation (2PC) protocol, where

AA inputs MKA = {α1, β} and KGC inputs MKKGC = {α2}.

Finally, KGC gets X = (α1+α2). β mod q [24]. After the 2PC

protocol, AA and KGC execute the key commitment algorithm

(Algorithm 2).

Fig. 3 presents a direct description for the above key issuing

protocol. Here, the first step denotes a 2PC protocol which

inputs MKA = {α1, β} from AA and MKKGC = {α2} from

KGC, and returns X = (α1 + α2). β mod q to KGC. Based

on the enhanced key issuing protocol, AA and KGC generate

the user’s private key.

3) Encryption: In this phase, a smart thing assigns a ran-

dom challenge M for each instruction I that it can execute.

Then, it cooperates with the IoT gateway to encrypt the chal-

lenge M. For this purpose, the IoT device performs first

symmetric key encryption to encrypt M with Ks where Ks

is a preshared secret key with the IoT gateway. After that,

the IoT gateway encrypts Ks based on an access tree T for

a given contextual information that includes location, time,

6



Algorithm 3 Encryption

Input: An access tree T, public parameters PK, contextual parameter cj,
symmetric key Ks

Output: The ciphertext CT, σ

1. For each node x in the tree T, choose a polynomial qx whose degree
is dx = kx − 1 . End for

2. Pick a random s ∈ Zq and set qR(0) = s

3. Select dR random points from Zq to completely define the polynomial
qR

4. For any other node x in T do

5. Set qx(0)= qparent(x)(index(x))

6. Select dxrandom points from Zq to completely define qx

7. End for

8. if x is a leaf node related to the contextual parameter cj then

9. Choose a random number rcj ∈ Zq

10. Generate a contextual token T
cj
x = {A

cj
x = g

rcj , B
cj
x = qx(0) +

H2(e
(

H1

(

Fcj

)

, γcj

)rcj
)}

11. End if

12. The ciphertext CT is constructed based on the access tree T as follows:

CT =

⎛

⎜

⎝

T, C̃ = Kse(g, g)αs, C = gs

∀x, i ∈ [1, n], j ∈ [1, N], Cx = hqx(0), C′
x = H1(atti)

−s

T
cj
x = (A

cj
x , B

cj
x )

⎞

⎟

⎠

13. Compute σ = H1(Ks)
γGW where γGW is the signature key of the

gateway

data type, and situation sensitivity (emergency/normal). The

encryption procedure executed by the IoT gateway is detailed

in Algorithm 3.

4) Decryption and Communication: When a data consumer

needs to perform instructions or commands in a smart thing,

direct communication between them is required. Considering

the resource limitations of IoT devices, the user sends a request

message to the IoT gateway that generates a random nonce

r ∈ {0, 1}* and sends a reply message <CTσ, r, AES(Ks, M)>.

The data consumer decrypts the ciphertext based on his/her

attribute set and the contextual information according to

Algorithm 4. The user that has the privilege to decrypt Ks and

cover the plaintext M′ can prove to the IoT gateway that he/she

verifies the attribute set and the context requirements. Then,

he/she sends back to the gateway M2 = <H′
1, SK>

PKGW

where H′
1 = H1(M

′||r) and SK is a symmetric key, which

will be used to communicate the authentication token between

him/her and the smart thing. Upon receiving the proof M2,

the IoT gateway decrypts it with its private key and veri-

fies if H′
1 = H1. If succeeds, the IoT gateway generates an

authentication token TK for a period Te and sends M3 =

<TK, Te, IDi> to both the data consumer and the IoT device,

where IDi is the identity of the instruction I that will be per-

formed by the smart thing. We notice that M3 is encrypted

by SK to be sent to the data consumer and SK1 (symmetric

preshared key between the gateway and the IoT device) to be

sent to the IoT device. When the data consumer sends a com-

munication request H′
1 = H1(TK||Te||IDi) to the IoT device,

this last verifies if H′
1 = H1. If the condition holds, a secure

communication channel between the user and the smart thing

is set up.

VI. CAABAC SCHEME PERFORMANCE

AND SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we first prove the correctness of the proposed

scheme. Then, we perform a detailed security analysis using

Algorithm 4 Decryption

Input: The ciphertext CT, the signature σ , the public parameters PK, the set

of attributes S, the contextual token T
cj
x

Output: The plaintext K′
s

1. The CM generates an access token AT
cj
x = H1

(

Fcj

)δcj

2. Upon receiving the access token AT
cj
x , the user performs the following

steps:

3. Compute T
cj
x

′
= B

cj
x − H2(e(AT

cj
x , A

cj
x )

4. function (DecryptNode (CT, σ , SKu, x))

5. If x is a leaf node related to a contextual token T
cj
x then

6. F
x,T

cj
x

=
(

e
(

h.C′
x, L

)

.e(C, Di)
)T

cj
x

′

=
(

e(g, g)rβ .e
(

H1(atti)
−s, gr

)

.e(H1(atti)
r, gs

)T
cj
x

′

= e(g, g)rβT
cj
x

′

7. Else if x is an attribute leaf node then

8. if atti ∈ S then

9. Fx = e
(

C′
x.Cx, L

)

.e(C, Di)

= e
(

H1(atti)
−s.hqx(0), gr

)

.e
(

H1(atti)
r, gs

)

= e(g, g)rβqx(0)

10. Else return ⊥
11. End if

12. Else

13. For each child z of x do

14. Fz = DecryptNode(CT,σ ,SKu, z))
15. End for

16. Let Sx be an arbitrary kx-sized set of child nodes of x such that
Fz �= ⊥

17. If Sx exists then

18. Fx=
∏

z∈Sx
F

�
i,S′

x(0)
z

=
∏

z∈Sx
(e(g, g)rβqz(0))

�
i,S′

x(0)

=
∏

z∈Sx
e(g, g)rβqx(i)

�
i,S′

x(0)

= e(g, g)rβqx(0)

where i = index(z) and S′
x = {index(z) : z ∈ Sx}

19. Return Fx

20. Else

21.
22. Return Fx = ⊥
23. End if

24. End if

25. End function

26. If x is a root node then

27. A = DecryptNode(CT,σ ,SKu, R))

= e(g, g)rβs

28. End if

29. The decryption is performed as follows:

30. K′
s = C̃.A

e(gs,gα .hr)

31. If e(σ, g) = e(H1

(

K′
s

)

, gγGW ) then

32. K′
s is valid

33. End if

both formal and informal security analysis. Finally, we eval-

uate the performance of the CAABAC scheme in terms of

security features, storage, communication, and computation

overhead compared to benchmarking approaches.

A. Correctness of the Proposed Scheme

In this section, we illustrate that the CAABAC scheme is

indeed feasible and correct. From Algorithm 4, we can demon-

strate whether the received key Ks has been forged as follows:

K′
s =

C̃.A

e(gs, gα.hr)

=
Kse(g, g)αs.e(g, g)rβs

e
(

gs, gα+rβ
)
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=
Kse(g, g)(α+rβ)s

e(g, g)(α+rβ)s

= Ks.

Thus, if e(σ, g) = e(H1(K
′
s), gγGW ), K′

s is valid. Therefore,

the data consumer can decrypt the ciphertext using K′
s to cover

the message M.

B. Security Analysis

In this section, we assess the security effectiveness of the

proposed scheme by examining its security properties and its

capacity to resist against several attacks.

1) Mutual Authentication: The proposed CAABAC scheme

ensures mutual authentication between the user and the

IoT gateway as well as between the user and the smart

thing. On the one hand, the authentication between the

IoT gateway and the data consumer is performed based

on a challenge-response technique. On the other hand,

a smart thing authenticates a data consumer using an

authentication token.

2) Context-Aware Privacy: In our construction, we involve

the contextual information to define the access structure

and encrypt data. Indeed, based on the embedded contex-

tual tokens into access structures, we can determine who

can access what and under which context. A data con-

sumer can decrypt the ciphertext only if he/she meets

the context requirements and he/she possesses a valid

access token.

3) Collusion Attack Resistance: In the proposed scheme,

the set of user’s attributes are associated with a secure

SKu that is blinded using a personalized secure random

number r ∈ Zq. In fact, users may collude by combining

their attribute sets. However, they cannot combine their

secret keys (SKu) to forge a new private key for the com-

bined set of attributes. In addition, data consumers have

different attribute sets because they have different roles

and context, thus different access rights. Therefore, the

collusion will not bring more privileges to adversaries.

4) Resilience Against Escrow Problem: In the proposed

scheme, both KGC and AA cooperate to create users’

secret keys. According to Algorithm 2, KGC and

AA cannot know each other’s master secret key. Thus,

any authority cannot generate the whole secret keys of

users individually.

5) Resilience Against Replay Attack: To protect the

proposed scheme from a replay attack, the IoT gate-

way uses a random nonce r. In fact, the user response

message H′
1 = H1(M

′||r) cannot be used by another

user to obtain an authentication token from the gateway.

Furthermore, we add an expiration time Te to the authen-

tication token TK to guarantee the validity and freshness

of the communicated messages.

6) Data Confidentiality: Data confidentiality of the

proposed CAABAC can be analyzed based on the

security model that is described in the next section.

C. Security Proof

In this section, we perform formal security analysis. At

first, we present the security model through a game between

a challenger B and an adversary A . Then, we prove the

data confidentiality of the proposed CAABAC scheme.

1) Security Model:

1) Setup: The challenger runs the initialization algorithm of

CAABAC to generate public parameters PK, the master

key MK and the context-related keys {δcj
, PKcj , Fcj}.

Then it gives public parameters to the adversary A .

2) Phase 1: The adversary can issue queries for a private

key of a set of attributes Su, a set of contextual param-

eters cj, j ∈ [1, N], and a challenge access policy T,

where Su does not satisfy T for the given context. The

challenger generates the private key associated with Su

and a series of access tokens that represent the context,

and then gives the secret key to the adversary.

3) Challenge: The adversary submits two messages M0 and

M1 with equal lengths. Then, B flips a random bit ν ∈

{0, 1}, and encrypts Mν under T. The ciphertext is sent

to A .

4) Phase 2: In this phase, A continues to execute queries

as in phase 1 but with the restriction that the attribute

set and the access tokens cannot satisfy T.

5) Guess: A outputs a guess ν′ of ν. The advantage of the

adversary in this game is defined as

AdvA =

∣

∣

∣

∣

Pr
(

ν′ = ν
)

−
1

2

∣

∣

∣

∣

.

Definition 1: The proposed CAABAC scheme is selectively

secure against chosen-plaintext attacks (CPAs-secure) if all

probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) adversaries have at most

a negligible advantage in the above security game.

Our further analysis classifies adversaries into two cat-

egories: 1) an adversary without satisfied attribute set for

T (Type-I adversary) and 2) an adversary without satisfied

context requirements for T (Type-II adversary).

We use the generic bilinear group model and the random

oracle model to demonstrate that no adversary can break the

security of the proposed scheme with any reasonable proba-

bility. We note that the security proof technique follows that

of [21].

2) Security Proof Against Type-I Adversary:

Theorem 1: For any adversary A , let p be a bound on the

total number of group elements that A receives from the per-

formed queries to the oracles for the hash function, groups

G1, G2, the bilinear map e, and from its interaction with the

security game, in which G1 is bilinear group of prime order q.

We have that the advantage of the adversary in the security

game is O(p2/q).

Proof: In the basic CP-ABE security game, the chal-

lenger constructs the ciphertext component C̃ that is either

M0e(g, g)αs or M1e(g, g)αs. We consider as [21], a modified

game where C̃ may be e(g, g)αs or e(g, g)θ and θ ∈ Zq and the

adversary has to decide which is the case. The modified game

can be considered as hybrid argument in which the adversary

has to distinguish between e(g, g)θ and M0e(g, g)αs and in

another case between e(g, g)θ and M1e(g, g)αs. Consequently,
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any adversary that has advantage ε in the CP-ABE game can

be transformed into an adversary that has an advantage at least

ε/2 in the modified game.

1) System Initialization: The challenger chooses

α1, β, α2 ∈ Zq and sets h = gβ , u1 = e(g, g)α1 , ν1 =

gα1 , u2 = e(g, g)α2 , ν2 = gα2 , and α = α1 + α2. For

each query on an attribute att(x), the challenger returns

gdi and stores (di, att(x)) into H-list where di ∈ Zq.

B defines the format Fcj for the considered contextual

parameters cj. In addition, the challenger chooses

a random number δcj ∈ Zq and sets the correspond-

ing public keys as PKcj = {Fcj , γcj = g
δcj }.

Finally, B sends the public parameters

PK = {g, h, u = u1.u2,
⋃

Fcj , γcj ∀ j ∈ [1, N]}

to the adversary.

2) Phase 1: In this phase, B answers a user’s u secret key

queries for an attribute set Su and a given context C.

The challenger chooses first ru ∈ Zq and computes D =

gαhru , L = gru , Di = H(att(x))ru = gα.gβru . Then, B

sends the secret key to A and stores (SK, u, Su) into

SK-list.

3) Challenge: A submits two equal-length challenge mes-

sages M0, M1 ∈ G2 and an access tree T to the

challenger where any secret key issued to A cannot sat-

isfy T. B chooses s ∈ Zq and uses linear secret sharing

technique to construct shares λx of s for all attributes

att(x) in T where λx is uniformly and independently ran-

dom in Zq, and it is a linear combination of independent

random variables. Then, the challenger chooses θ ∈ Zq

and generates the ciphertext components

Č = e(g, g)θ , C = gs, Cx = gβλi · H(att(x))−s

C′
x = H(att(x))−s.

For each contextual token T
cj
x , B sets T

cj
x = qx(0) = s0

x .

1) Phase 2: The challenger proceeds as in phase 1. As

this proof focuses on the adversary without adequate

attribute set, the access token query will not increase

the adversary’s advantage.

2) Guess: The adversary outputs a guess bit.

We consider an unexpected collision. An oracle query can

be seen as a rational function ν = η/ψ in the variables

θ, α, β, ru, λi, di and s. Suppose that there are distinct rational

functions ν = η/ψ, ν′ = η′/ψ ′. An unexpected collision event

indicates that for two different queries of the two functions,

we have the same output due to random choice of variables.

If the event happens, then, ν = ν′ ⇐⇒ ηψ ′ −η′ψ = 0. Based

on Schwartz Zippel lemma [25], this event occurs with prob-

ability O(1/q). Hence, the probability of a collision event is at

most O(p2/q). Consequently, the collision will not arise with

probability 1−O(p2/q).

The adversary A can distinguish between θ and αs,

if there are two distinct queries ν and ν′ giving the

same output. Assume that ν = γαs and ν′ = γ ′θ , thus,

ν′ − ν = γ ′θ − γαs such that γαs = ν − ν′ + γ ′θ .

We will prove that A cannot construct a query for γαs

in G2. For this purpose, we will define all possible

queries in G2 by means of bilinear map and the group of

elements given to A . The adversary can obtain the tran-

script {g, gβ , gs, gβλi , g−sdi , gα.gβru , gru , grudi , g
δcj , A

cj
x , B

cj
x }.

Another transcript can be set as {g, gβ , gs,

gβλi′ , g−sdi′ , gα.gβru′ , gru′ , gru′ di
′
, g

δcj , A
cj
x , B

cj
x }. Since β is not

relevant to construct a query involving αs, we ignore all factors

of β. We find that there are two types of outputs with αs from

two transcripts in G2. One is (α + βru)s (resp.((α + βru′)s)

by pairing s with (α + βru) (resp.(α + βru′)). To generate

γαs, we need to eliminate βrus, however, no combination

can satisfy βrus. Another combination to form γαs is

−(α + βru)sdi (resp.(−(α + βru′)sdi′). Thus, we need to

eliminate βrusdi. For the element sdi, we need an element

with βru and for rudi, we should find an element with

βs. Nevertheless, none of the combinations can satisfy our

requirement. From the above analysis, we can conclude that

A fails to construct the query γαs.

3) Security Proof Against Type-II Adversary:

Theorem 2: If the DBDH assumption holds, no polynomial-

time adversary belongs to the second category (without satisfy-

ing context requirements) can selectively break the CABAAC

scheme with nonnegligible advantage.

Proof: We assume that an adversary A exists with a non-

negligible advantage ε in the selectively security game against

CAABAC. The difference between this game and the last one

is that the decryption cannot be executed if the contextual

information does not meet the requirements. In the following,

we build a challenger B that can break the DBDH assumption

with a non-negligible advantage.

The challenger B of the DBDH game sets the groups G1

and G2, with the bilinear map e and generator g ∈ G1. B

flips a secure random coin b ∈ (0,1). If b = 0, B sets a tuple

(A, B, C, Z) = (ga, gb, gc, e(g,g)abc); otherwise, the tuple is

set as (ga, gb, gc, e(g,g)z) for random a, b, c, z.

1) System Initialization: A selects a challenge access struc-

ture T and integrates the attribute set and the contextual

information into it. The only modification in this phase

compared to the last game is the generation of PKcj and

H1(Fcj). For any contextual parameter cj′ �= cj, B sets

PKcj′
= {Fcj′

, γcj′
= g

δc
j′ } where δcj′

is randomly cho-

sen for each contextual parameter cj′ . For the contextual

parameter cj, the challenger sets PKcj = {Fcj , γcj = B}

and sends public parameters to A .

2) Phase 1: It is the same as proof.

3) Challenge: A submits two equal-length random mes-

sages M0, M1 ∈ G2 to B . Then, the challenger flips

a random coin ν ∈ {0, 1}, and encrypts Mν like proof.

The difference is to handle the nodes that are associated

with contextual tokens. We have two cases:

a) if the contextual parameter value verifies the

requirement, B sets H1(Fcj) = g
dcj where dcj is

a random number of Zq. Then, the challenger picks

a random number rcj and calculates A
cj
x = g

rcj and

B
cj
x = qx(0) + H2(e(g

dcj , B )
rcj

);

b) otherwise, the random oracle sets A = A
cj
x =

g
rcj and H1(Fcj) = C.g

dcj . Thus, B
cj
x is com-

putes as follows:

B
cj
x = qx(0) + H2(e

(

H1

(

Fcj

)

, B
)rcj
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= qx(0) + H2

(

e
(

C.g
dcj , B

)rcj
)

.

For the set of attributes Su, there is a Lagrange interpolation

for the secret s

s =
∑

Aj∈S1

λjqj(0) +
∑

Ai∈S2

λiqi(0)

where S1 is the set of attributes related to the contextual

information and S2 is the set of other attributes.

If b = 0, we set Z = e(g, g)abc. The argument of H2

(denoted as k) can be derived as

k = H2

(

e
(

C.g
dcj , B

)rcj
)

= H2

(

e
(

g
c+dcj , gb

)rcj
)

= H2

(

e(g, g)
brcj

(

c+dcj

))

.

For a = rcj , we can compute e(g, g)abc from the argument

of H2. Thus, T
cj
x = (A

cj
x , B

cj
x ) is a valid contextual token.

Furthermore, the interpolation can reconstruct the secret s, and

the decryption will recover the plaintext.

Otherwise, if b = 1, Z = e(g, g)z is a random element of

G2 and the contextual token as well as the secret s will be ran-

domly generated. Thus, the ciphertext contains no information

on Mν .

1) Phase 2: B proceeds as in phase 1. In addition, the

adversary can issue access token queries for the differ-

ent contextual parameters defining the context. However,

even if the challenger sends AT
cj′

x to A for the contex-

tual parameter cj, it is no useful for A to get the secret

related to cj.

2) Guess: The adversary outputs a guess ν′ of ν. If ν′ = ν,

the challenger will output b = 0 to indicate it was given

a valid DBDH tuple. Otherwise, it will output b′ = 1 to

indicate that it was given a random 4-tuple.

In the case where b = 1, A gains no information about ν.

Therefore, we have the probability Pr(ν �= ν′|b = 1) = 1/2.

As B guesses b′ = 1 when ν �= ν′, we have Pr(b = b′|b =

1) = Pr(b′ = 1|b = 1) = 1/2.

In the case where b = 0, A is given a valid contextual token

with non-negligible advantage ε and thus, we have Pr(ν =

ν′|b = 0) = ε+(1/2). As B guesses b = b′ when ν = ν′,

we have Pr(b = b′|b = 0) = Pr(b′ = 0|b = 0) = ε+(1/2).

Hence, we can conclude that the advantage of B in the DBDH

game is

Pr
(

b = b′
)

−
1

2
= Pr

(

b = b′|b = 1
)

. Pr(b = 1)

+ Pr
(

b = b′|b = 0
)

.Pr(b = 0) −
1

2

=
1

2
.
1

2
+

(

ε+
1

2

)

.
1

2
−

1

2

=
ε

2
.

Therefore, the proposed scheme is secure against CPA when

the adversary does not verify the context requirements.

TABLE III
SECURITY AND FUNCTIONALITY FEATURES COMPARISON [(+)

PROVIDED FEATURE/(−) NOT PROVIDED FEATURE]

4) Security Proof of the Key Issuing Protocol (Algorithm 2):

Theorem 3: The key issuing protocol of Algorithm 2 is

a secure protocol for computing D = gαhr by KGC and

AA. We assume that the underlying arithmetic 2PC and

zero-knowledge proofs are secure.

Proof: The proof of Theorem 3 is similar to that in [24].

Interested readers are referred to [24] for more details about

the proof.

D. Performance Analysis

This section deals with the comparisons of security prop-

erties, storage, computation and communication costs among

the proposed scheme and other existing schemes, such as

H-CLSC [7], CP-ABE [17], and PPDAS [20]. We notice that

the benchmark schemes use different cryptographic techniques

to design the access control algorithm. Since CAABAC is

specifically designed for resource-constrained devices, we will

evaluate the communication and computation overhead at the

IoT devices and IoT gateway. We assume that the bilinear e

employs the Tate pairing. The elliptic curve is defined over

Fp. The order q of G1 and G2 is set to 20-byte prime. For

an 80-bit security level, p should be a 64-byte prime if G2

is a q-order subgroup of the multiplicative group of the finite

field F∗
p2. According to [17], we can set the length of p to

42.5 bytes in the finite field F∗
p3. The length of an element in

group G1 is 1024 bits using an elliptic curve with 160 bits q.

According to the standard compression method [26], the size

of an element in group G1 can be compressed to 65 bytes.

1) Security Properties: In the following, we evaluate the

security features of the proposed scheme as compared to the

different benchmark schemes in Table III. The major feature

of the CAABAC scheme lies in the dynamic and flexible inte-

gration of the contextual information into the access structure.

In addition, when the context changes, only contextual tokens

will change. However, even if H-CLSC [7] ensures flexibility,

it introduces additional revocation to revoke users’ attributes

which are related to context changes. Furthermore, compared
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TABLE IV
STORAGE OVERHEAD COMPARISON

TABLE V
COMMUNICATION OVERHEAD COMPARISON

to existing schemes [17], [20] implementing CP-ABE, our

scheme solves the key escrow problem.

2) Storage Overhead: The storage overhead is

related to the size of users’ secret keys. In the

CAABAC scheme, the data consumer should store

{SKu = {D = gαhr, L = gr, Di = H1(atti)
r, ∀ atti ∈ S}},

whose size is (|att| + 2)|G1|, where |att| is the cardinality of

the attribute set. As shown in Table IV, the data consumer in

the CAABAC scheme has less storage overhead compared to

existing schemes [17], [20] using the CP-ABE algorithm.

3) Communication Overhead: The communication costs of

the proposed scheme and the different benchmark schemes

are compared in Table V. The ciphertext is stored in the IoT

gateway and transmitted to data consumers when requested.

Therefore, the communication overhead is mainly associ-

ated with the size of the encrypted data. In this analysis,

we consider the transmitted messages between the data con-

sumer, the IoT gateway, and the smart thing. In fact, the

gateway has to forward to the data consumer the message

<CT, σ, r, IDi, TK, Te, AES(Ks, M)> whose size is |T| +

|Č| + |C| + |C′
x| + |T

cj
x | + |Cx| + |σ | + |r| + |IDi| + |TK| +

|Te| + |AES(Ks, M)|. We assume as [17] that |IDi|, |Te|, and

|T| have 1-byte, 1-byte, and 4-bytes, respectively. In addition,

the IoT gateway has to send to the smart thing the mes-

sage <IDi, TK, Te> whose size is |IDi| + |TK| + |Te|. The

smart thing has only to send to the IoT gateway the encrypted

challenge M with a symmetric key, so, the message size is

|AES(Ks, M)|. As illustrated in Fig. 4, the communication cost

of H-CLSC [7] linearly increases with the number of users but

in our scheme, it is independent of the number of users.

4) Computation Cost: For the computation cost compar-

ison, we consider the operations affecting the communica-

tion overhead in both the IoT device and the IoT gateway.

Particularly, we focus on the pairing, exponentiation, mul-

tiplication, and symmetric encryption operations. We denote

TE, TM, TP, and TEnc, the computation time required for one

exponentiation operation, one scalar multiplication in G1, one

pairing operation, and one symmetric encryption (AES-128),

respectively.

Fig. 4. Communication overhead versus number of data consumers.

TABLE VI
COMPUTATION COST COMPARISON

In the proposed scheme, the encryption process needs one

symmetric encryption executed by the IoT device and seven

Tate pairing operations performed by the IoT gateway. The

computation cost of the different comparative schemes is given

in Table VI. As [27], the algorithms are implemented on

an Intel PXA270 processor at 624 MHz to assess the run-

ning time of operations. According to [35], the computation

of one symmetric encryption takes approximately 0.919 ms

on a 32-bit Cortex-M3 microcontroller running at 72 MHz.

Correspondingly, the computation of one symmetric encryp-

tion on PXA270 takes about 72/624 × 0.919 ≈ 0.1 ms. The

computation time of the other considered operations are given

as [27]: TE = 53.85 ms, TM = 30.67 ms, and TP = 96.20 ms.

As shown in Fig. 5, the proposed scheme is more effi-

cient than existing schemes applying the CP-ABE algorithm.

However, it has more computational cost compared to the H-

CLSC scheme. Nevertheless, in H-CLSC [7], when the user

context changes a heavy computation cost will be induced to

regenerate a decryption key and re-encrypt data for the given

context.

5) Cost of Contextual Tokens Generation: In the proposed

scheme, a contextual token T
cj
x is generated for all users and

only the data consumer whose context satisfies the context
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Fig. 5. Communication and computational cost comparisons.

Fig. 6. Access structure of a general context.

requirements can get an access token from the CM. When

the context changes, only a unique contextual token will be

generated to define the changed contextual parameter and

users’ attributes still static. However, in [7], where the con-

textual attributes are handled as normal attributes, the KGC

has to generate decryption key for each user at every con-

text changing. In addition, the data owner has to re-encrypt

data given that the context changes lead to the revocation of

users’ attributes. Therefore, the computation cost will be linear

to the context changing and the number of users.

VII. EXTENDED CAABAC SCHEME FOR

GENERAL CONTEXT

The main construction in Section V presents the basic

scheme to integrate the contextual information into access

structures of the CP-ABE scheme. It considers that the con-

textual parameters are leaf nodes but it lacks a general method

Algorithm 5 E-CAABAC Encryption

Input: An access tree T, public parameters PK, a plaintext M, contextual
parameter cj, symmetric key Ks

Output: The ciphertext CT, σ

1. For each node x in the tree T, choose a polynomial qx whose degree
is dx = kx − 1 . End for

2. Pick a random s ∈ Zq and set qR(0) = s

3. Select dR random points from Zq to completely define the polynomial
qR

4. For each node x in the tree T, it is associated with two values q0
x and

q1
x

5. If x is related to a contextual parameter cj, then, choose random s
cj
x ∈

Zq for the contextual token.
6. End if

7. The value q1
x is computed as:

{

q1
x = q0

x −
∑N

j=1 s
cj
x if x is related to

{

cj, j ∈ [1, N]
}

q1
x = q0

x otherwise
8. For any nonleaf node x, the polynomial qx is randomly chosen with

qx(0) = q1
x and its degree dx = kx − 1.

9. End for

10. For any node x except the root node, set q0
x = qparent(x) (index(x)).

End For

11. End for

12. If x is a node related to the contextual parameter cj then

13. Choose a random number rcj ∈ Zq

14. Generate a contextual token T
cj
x = {A

cj
x = g

rcj , B
cj
x = s

cj
x +

H2(e
(

H1

(

Fcj

)

, γcj

)rcj
)}

15. End if

16. The ciphertext CT is constructed based on the access tree T as follows:

CT =

⎛

⎜

⎝

T, C̃ = Kse(g, g)αs, C = gs

∀x, i ∈ [1, n], j ∈ [1, N], Cx = hq1
x , C′

x = H1(atti)
−s

T
cj
x = (A

cj
x , B

cj
x )

⎞

⎟

⎠

17. Compute σ = H1(Ks)
γGW where γGW is the signature key of the

gateway

to efficiently define access structure with multiple contextual

parameters that are appended to arbitrary nodes of the access

structure (leaf, nonleaf, or even root). In this section, we pro-

pose an extended CAABAC (E-CAABAC) scheme to provide

a practical method to construct relevant access structures for

general context. Then, we present a case study to apply our

construction in emergency scenario.

A. E-CAABAC Scheme Description

In this construction, we assume that the contextual tokens

are appended to arbitrary nodes. As shown in Fig. 6, we

denote T loc, T t the contextual tokens related to location and

time, respectively. For instance, at location loc1, a user whose

attribute set satisfies a subpolicy P1 can access data at time t1.

A subpolicy can be either a single attribute or a set of multiple

nodes. In addition, a user whose attributes satisfy P1 and P2 at

loc1 can get access privilege at time t2, while a data consumer

whose attribute set only verifies P3 cannot satisfy the policy

until he/she reaches time t3.

The modification of the basic CAABAC construction

occurs during the encryption and decryption phases. We give

a detailed description of modified in Algorithms 5 and 6.

1) Encryption Algorithm: In the proposed E-CAABAC

scheme, the contextual information can be placed upon any

arbitrary node in the access structure (leaf, nonleaf, or even

12



Algorithm 6 E-CAABAC Decryption

Input: the ciphertext CT, the signature σ , the public parameters PK, the set

of attributes S, the contextual token T
cj
x

Output: the plaintext K′
s

1. The CM generates an access token AT
cj
x = H1

(

Fcj

)δcj

2. Upon receiving the access token AT
cj
x , the user performs the following

steps:

3. Compute T
cj
x

′
= B

cj
x − H2(e(AT

cj
x , A

cj
x )

4. function (DecryptNode (CT, σ , SKu, x))
5. if x is an attribute leaf node then

6. if atti ∈ S then

7. Fx
att = e

(

C′
x.Cx, L

)

.e(C, Di)

= e
(

H1(atti)
−s.hq1

x , gr
)

.e
(

H1(atti)
r, gs

)

= e(g, g)rβq1
x

8. Else return ⊥
9. End if

10. Else

11. For all nodes x (leaf and nonleaf node) related to a contextual token

T
cj
x do

12. F
cj
x =

(

e
(

h.C′
x, L

)

.e(C, Di)
)T

cj
x

′

=
(

e(g, g)rβ .e
(

H1(atti)
−s, gr

)

.e(H1(atti)
r, gs

)s
cj
x

= e(g, g)rβs
cj
x

13. End for

14. End if

15. For any node x do

16. If x is related to contextual tokens, then

17. Fx= Fatt
x .

∏N
j=1 F

cj
x

= e(g, g)rβq1
x .

∏N
j=1 e(g, g)rβs

cj
x

= e(g, g)
rβ(q1

x+
∑N

j=1 s
cj
x )

= e(g, g)rβq0
x

18. Else

19. Fx= Fatt
x = e(g, g)rβq1

x = e(g, g)rβq0
x

20. End if

21. End for

22. If x is a nonleaf node then

23. For each child z of x do

24. Fz = DecryptNode (CT, σ , SKu, z))
25. End for

26. Let Sx be an arbitrary kx-sized set of child nodes of x such that
Fz �= ⊥

27. If Sx exists then

28. Fx
att=

∏

z∈Sx
F

�
i,S′

x(0)
z

=
∏

z∈Sx
(e(g, g)rβqz(0))

�
i,S′

x(0)

=
∏

z∈Sx
e(g, g)rβqx(i)

�
i,S′

x(0)

= e(g, g)rβqx
1

where i = index(z) and S′
x = {index(z) : z ∈ Sx }

29. Return Fx
att

30. Else

31. Return Fx
att = ⊥

32. End if

33. End if

34. End function

35. If x is a root node then

36. A = DecryptNode (CT, σ , SKu, R))

= e(g, g)rβs

37. End if

38. The decryption is performed as follows:

39. K′
s = C̃.A

e(gs,gα .hr)

40. If e(σ, g) = e(H1

(

K′
s

)

, gγGW ) then

41. K′
s is valid. End if

root). The smart thing encrypts the challenge M using a sym-

metric key Ks, then the IoT gateway performs the following

steps to encrypt Ks on the basis of CP-ABE scheme.

Fig. 7. Access structure in emergency situations.

2) Decryption Algorithm: In this phase, we present the

decryption algorithm for the case where the contextual

information may be appended to arbitrary nodes. To decrypt

a ciphertext, a data consumer has to verify not only the set of

attributes but also the contextual information.

B. Case Study: Emergency Situations

Emergency conditions (such as accident, a building on

fire, natural disaster, emergency healthcare, etc.) are highly

dynamic situations that require accurate, relevant, and timely

response. Therefore, contextual information including, the sit-

uation sensitivity, time, and location are fundamental to make

the right decision at the right time. As shown in Fig. 7,

contextual tokens are arbitrarily appended into the access

structure to enable data consumers who are within a predefined

distance from the location of incident access data at the

time of emergency. We denote TEM, T loc, T t the contex-

tual tokens related to emergency event, location, and time,

respectively. Location tokens present the set of locations areas

from within a data consumer can access data. When an emer-

gency occurs, the CM gives access tokens to users verifying

the location constraints and having a valid date of access.

Indeed, it checks the validity of the query generation time,

and if it was within the allocated time. In emergency situa-

tion, all users satisfying a subpolicy tP1 can access data not

later than t1. In this case, t1 is the valid period of the time-

related token. In addition, a user whose attributes satisfy

P3 at loc2 can get access privilege at time that does not

exceed t2.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this article, we proposed a new CAABAC scheme to

address adaptive and fine-grained access control issue in

the IoT. The proposed approach seamlessly integrates the

contextual information with the basic CP-ABE scheme to

incorporate dynamic special attributes into an access pol-

icy. It not only provides fine-grained access control, but also

handles dynamic attributes (time, location, situation sensi-

tivity, etc.) in order to grant adaptive and dynamic access

to data. From a security perspective, we proved that the
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proposed scheme satisfies the different security requirements

and solves the key escrow problem of the CP-ABE algorithm.

The performance analysis demonstrates the effectiveness and

efficiency of the proposed CAABAC scheme that outperforms

the existing access control schemes. We further design an

extended CAABAC (E-CAABAC) scheme to deal with general

and multifactor context while defining how contextual tokens

are placed in the access structure.
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